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Do you have click-counters?  
Complaints about how long it takes to finish a simple note?  
Users that don't log tickets when they have issues?  
 
Today we will discuss these three topics. 
 
 

Topics: 
•  Ordering 
•  Documentation 
•  Support Deficiencies 



Order Groups 
Using order groups is a great way to make ordering more 
efficient for your providers  
 
Example of good use of order groups 
•  For a FM/IM provider 

•  Create folders for most commonly diagnosed 
problems and add common orderables for those 
diagnoses. For example make a folder for  “New 
Diabetic” and “Diabetic FU” and add the appropriate 
orders  

•  Immunization folder   
•  Create folders per age group and add 

immunizations that are given at that age 
 



Creating Order Groups 
•  Log into Allscripts TouchWorks® EHR and access ACI. 
•  Select the appropriate tab in the ACI 
•  Search for orderable 
•  From the context (right click) menu , select Organize Favorites  
•  The Organize Favorites page opens 
•  Click New Order Group 
•  Label your new group folder 
•  The new order group will now display as a folder icon in Organize Favorites 
•  Now you are able to copy or move orders into this folder  

•  Tip: drag and drop also works if you are moving to folder 

Add to Favorites on the context (right click) menu is another, faster way to complete 
this. 
 
 



Making v 11 Note More Useful 
Customizing v11 note could help: 
 
•  Make highly predictable visits quicker to document  
•  Patient care 
•  Improve coding 
•  Reduce unnecessary testing 



In this example, we took the top complaints that are seen in the client’s urgent care 
settings, and worked with their doctors to determine what the “typical” documentation 
would be for those visits. We then created custom HPI, ROS, PE and Impression forms for 
those visits.  
 
 

Typical Visits 



Example of a cough visit: 
•  The HPI forms were designed so that clicking “All 

Normal” renders everything seen in the blue box as 
normal. Below the blue box are options for visits that 
aren’t “typical,” and the answers that were included in 
the “All Normal” are highlighted in blue to make them 
easily distinguishable.  

 
Notice, there is more coding information at the top of the form.  

 
 

HPI 



Example of ROS 
•  Some coding departments frown on the use of “all 

normal” buttons. In the example below, the decided 
upon “typical” responses are highlighted in blue to 
make them easy to distinguish in order to facilitate 
faster documenting. 

 
Notice, there is once again coding information at the 
top of the form.  

 
 

ROS 



Example of Physical Exam: 
•  Another compromise for “all normals,” is to allow 

them per body system, rather than for an entire exam. 
In this example, each body system has an “all normal” 
button with the agreed upon “typical” findings 
chosen.  

Notice, there is once again coding information at the top 
of the form.  

 
 

Physical Exam 



Example of Impression: 
The impression forms for this client were built using 
evidence-based guidelines with the hopes of improving 
patient care and reducing unnecessary testing. As an 
example, unnecessary strep tests were cut in half after 
implementing these forms.  

 
 

Impression 



Example of Cough Impression Form: 

Output: Input: 



Example of CURB- 65 

Output: Input: 



Support Deficiencies 
People are not logging issues because: 

•  No time to stop to call 
•  Waiting on hold for helpdesk 
•  No time to email during patient visit hours 
•  Time it takes to log a ticket 
•  Helpdesk process- no immediate answers 

Not able to address unlogged issues 
Limited helpdesk resources  



Solution: Live Chat™ 



Live Chat™- Email Transcripts 



Reporting Capability  

  

• User Ping Count 
• Chat Count by Date 
• Client Survey Results 
• Type of Issues  
• Length of Time for Resolution 



Making the latest technology, well… less technical.  
 

Please stop by our booth to discuss 
items presented today or to learn more 
about the consulting services we offer. 
Email us at info@ehrconcepts.com 
Or call 1.888.674.0999 

Questions? 


